Abstract-Mobile user tracking is a major issue in wireless networks. Previous studies and traditional approaches dealt only with tracking algorithms which adapt themselves to the user activity. In this work, we propose a novel approach for user tracking, in which the tracking activity is adapted to both user and system activity. The basic idea is to make the userlocation update-rate dependent not only on the user activity (such as the call profile and mobility pattern). Rather, it is also made dependent on the signaling load, which reflects the actual cost of the update operation. Thus, at low-signaling load locations, the users are to transmit location update messages more frequently. To carry out this approach, we propose a load-adaptive threshold scheme (LATS): the network determines for each cell a registration threshold level (which depends on the cell load) and announces it, as a broadcast message, to the users. The user computes its own registration priority and then transmits a registration message only if its priority exceeds the announced threshold level. Thus, whenever the local load on the cell is low, the registration activity increases, while in loaded cells the registration activity decreases. Our analysis shows that the LATS reduces the paging cost, in comparison with other dynamic methods, without increasing the wireless cost of registration. Moreover, if higher user density is coupled with less mobility (e.g., consider vehicles), then the LATS strategy offers further performance improvement. The load-adaptive strategy can be used in addition to any other dynamic tracking strategy. Furthermore, the computational complexity imposed on the user is identical to that required by an equivalent load-insensitive scheme.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE GROWING demand for personal communication services (PCS) increases the need for efficient utilization of the limited radio resources available for wireless communication. In this work, our concern is in the utilization of the wireless resources devoted to location management. The problem addressed in this paper is the minimization of the wireless cost of mobile user tracking in PCS networks.
The utilization of wireless network resources for mobile user tracking has been addressed by many studies. Basically, there are two extreme strategies that may be used for user tracking. In the first strategy, known as "Never Update," the user never updates its location. Thus, whenever there is a need to set up an incoming call directed to the user, the system must search for the user all over the network.
In the other extreme strategy, known as "Always Update," the network continuously keeps track of the user location. Various strategies which combine these two extremes have been proposed in the literature [1] - [3] , [6] - [9] .
The basic idea shared by these papers is known as the "Partial Registration" strategy. Namely, upon location change, the user may or may not update its new location. The criterion for user registration may be static, such as network partition into location areas. For example, in the Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM), the network is partitioned into groups of cells, referred to as location areas. The user updates its location each time it changes a location area, while within a location area it uses the "Never Update" strategy. Since the partition into location areas is static and done by the system, not accounting for the user-dynamic behavior, we consider this strategy as static. Another type of partial registration strategy is the dynamic strategy, in which each user decides when and where to update its location. The criterion for user registration may be a function of time [8] , distance from last known location [2] , [6] , number of movements between cells [2] , or based on personal location profile [9] . All the dynamic partial registration strategies mentioned above are implemented solely on user equipment. As such, they ignore the system activity, and depend solely on the user activity.
The optimal solution which minimizes the user tracking cost using these methods is of high computational complexity, and often requires a dynamic programming method. Some of these strategies (such as the distance-based strategy) require information that is not generally available to the user. Thus, an implementation of an optimal solution on the user equipment is not feasible, due to commercial, maintenance and reliability reasons. In practice, the users may register using a fixed, predefined parameter (timer, distance, etc.), disregarding the exact details of the user activity. Clearly, the performance of such an implementation is inferior to the original strategy. In addition, since the user decision whether to register (update) or not to register ignores the status of other users, the likelihood of collision is expected to be very high, especially at high load periods.
Recognizing these drawbacks, we propose to shift a significant part of the tracking activity from the user equipment to the system equipment, and to integrate more intelligence on the network side. The basic idea is to leave user-specific decisions in the user's equipment while moving network general decisions to the network. Guided by this basic idea, we propose a novel approach for mobile user tracking, in which the user registration is based not only on its own activity, but also on local network load and the status of other users within the same cell. The implementation of this approach is achieved via the following mechanism. The user computes its registration priority based on its own activity. On the other hand, the network determines, for each cell, a registration threshold level, based on cell load, time of day, day of week, etc. This parameter, which is unique for each cell, is transmitted by each base station as a broadcast message to all the users within the cell through the down-link control channel. Finally, the decision of when to transmit a registration message is done by the user, but is based on both parameters. Such a message is sent whenever the user registration priority exceeds the cell registration threshold level.
The advantage of the proposed method on other methods is in taking into account the system activity. Less critical registration messages are avoided during heavy traffic periods, while low traffic periods and areas are used to gather extensive information on the user location.
Our analysis shows that the load-adaptive threshold scheme (LATS) strategy offers a significant improvement not only at lowly loaded (LL) cells, as someone would intuitively expect, but also at highly loaded cells. This is done by eliminating unnecessary searches after users residing in LL cells. Moreover, if higher user density is coupled with less mobility, e.g., as in vehicular motion, the LATS strategy offers further performance improvement.
The concept of an adaptive threshold scheme is not limited to the problem of tracking mobile users, and can be used in a much wider range of applications in the area of shared media networks. Load-sensitive algorithms, in many areas, are implemented either by a central approach, in which system resources are allocated to the users by the system (e.g., polling systems), or by a distributed approach, in which each user makes its own decisions using an agreed-upon MAC protocol. The adaptive threshold approach suggests another way. Due to the huge number of users in a PCS network, the media access algorithm (i.e. the registration) must be distributed, where each user makes its own decision when and where to update its location. On the other hand, to improve system performance, the network informs the users about the cost of registration. Another load-sensitive approach for tracking mobile users is described in [5] , where idle periods are used by the network to actively search for the location of mobile users. This paper focuses on two issues. 1) Design a registration algorithm, based on a dynamic threshold, which is sensitive both to the user activity and to the system (cell) load. 2) Propose an efficient paging algorithm which takes advantage of the dynamic thresholds used in the registration algorithm. The paging algorithm is based on an efficient search in a discrete time-space mobility graph, which enables the system to compute all feasible locations at paging time. These issues are covered in Section III (after Section II describes the model). Further, in Section IV, we compare the LATS strategy to its corresponding load-insensitive (LI) strategy. The performance of the timer-based LATS is evaluated and compared to the performance of the IS-41 standard [10] under two representative models: 1) a one-dimensional (1-D) mesh topology and a two-dimensional (2-D) mesh topology, both under Gaussian-like shaped load distributions and 2) a 2-D Manhattan-like system, which can model a vehicular motion within an urban area. The results show that the timerbased LATS is superior to its corresponding LI strategy. For a Gaussian-like shaped load distribution, the timer-based LATS has the potential of reducing the paging cost to about half in a 1-D system, and up to four times for a 2-D system. A summary and concluding remarks are given in Section V.
II. MODEL AND NOTATION
We consider a wireless network partitioned into cells. To a good approximation, the number of users may be considered infinite, for traffic considerations. The user location is understood as an identifier of the cell in which the user is currently residing. Two cells are called neighboring cells if a user can move from one to the other without crossing any other cell. To model user movement in the network, we assume that time is slotted, and that a user can make, at most, one cell transition during a slot. It is assumed that the movement of the user is done just at the beginning of time slot, such that it precedes any other event, such as a paging event. The movements are assumed to be stochastic and independent from one user to another. We assume that calls are initiated by the users as a Poisson process at average-rate . The user roaming interval is defined in [8] as the time interval since the last contact of the user with the system, and the next paging event to this user.
III. THE TRACKING STRATEGY
The tracking algorithm is split between the user and the network. The registration algorithm performed by the user is based on the user activity and the load factor, computed by the network. Each cell computes its own load factor, independent of the other cells, and announces it to the users as a broadcast message, through the down-link control channel. In addition, each user computes its own registration priority, based on its call and mobility parameters, and computes the local registration threshold, based on the local load factor. Whenever the user-registration priority exceeds the local registration threshold, the user transmits a location update message. Since the local registration threshold depends on the current load on the cell, different cells may have different registration thresholds.
The search algorithm at paging event is restricted only to the set of all feasible user locations. These are all the cells that satisfy two conditions. 1) Their registration threshold at the paging event is higher than the user registration priority. 2) They are reachable from the user last known location during its roaming interval, without sending a registration message on the way.
A. The Registration Strategy
The user registration strategy is to be used in addition to another dynamic registration strategy, such as the timer-based method [8] , the distance-based method ( [2] , [6] ), or the movement-based method [2] . The basic idea is the following. The user tracks its registration priority . For example, under the timer-based method, is the user roaming interval . Under the distance-and the movement-based methods, is the distance traveled by the user, and the number of cell transitions since its last location update, respectively. The value of is compared to the local registration threshold given by (1) The parameter in (1) is the LI registration threshold, introduced in previous studies. For example, under the timerbased method is timer specified in [8] . The parameter in (1) is the local load factor, received by the user through the down-link control channel. The parameter is transmitted by each base station as a broadcast message through its down-link control channel (for example, DCCH in the GSM system). It reflects the current local load on the control channel at that cell, relatively to a pre-defined load level. The user transmits a location update message whenever its registration priority exceeds the local registration threshold
For example, under the timer-LATS method, the user registers whenever its roaming interval satisfies: . Similarly, the distance-LATS registration threshold is evaluated as where is the LI distance threshold specified in [2] , [6] , and the movement-LATS registration threshold is given by where is the LI movement threshold specified in [2] . Since the local load factor is transmitted by the base station, the computational complexity imposed on the user is identical to that required by the corresponding LI scheme. For practical reasons, the local registration threshold should be bounded from below as to avoid redundant registrations at very lightly loaded areas.
B. Network Algorithm-Cell Level
The load factor is computed for each cell, independently of the other cells, and transmitted by the base station (BS), as a broadcast message, through the down-link control channel. Since registration messages are transmitted through the up-link control channel (UCC), our main concern is to guarantee that an increase in the registration activity will not jam the UCC.
The load factor is estimated from the statistical usage of the UCC. The basic idea is the following: let be the UCC utilization,
. Whenever drops below a pre-defined threshold, say the registration threshold decreases. As a result, the registration activity increases at lightly loaded cells. On the other hand, whenever exceeds (another) pre-defined threshold, say the registration threshold increases. To stabilize the algorithm, the modification rate of the registration threshold follows a Hysteresis curve.
1 (3) where is the last value of under which the UCC utilization is . Since whenever we get that . Consequently, the local registration threshold increases, and the registration activity decreases. Similarly, if the registration activity increases.
The modification mechanism given in (3) is based on the assumption that the registration activity linearly depends on the registration threshold. This assumption holds for the timer-based method, but does not necessarily hold for other tracking strategies, such as the distance-based method and the movement-based method. Moreover, since the UCC is used for call handling as well as for location management, the registration threshold may have to be sensitive to the call traffic as well. For example, if all lines in a certain cell are busy, the registration messages at that cell should get higher priority than requests for call setup. As a result, the registration activity may increase, even at heavily loaded (HL) cells. The conclusion from this discussion is that the modification mechanism suggested in (3) may need second-order refinement, taking into account mobility and call parameters. The dependency of on the registration threshold can be estimated using standard procedures, such as look-up tables based on network history.
C. The Paging Algorithm
Consider a paging event at time , for a user with roaming interval equal to whose last known location, at time is . The distance between two cells, say and denoted by is defined as the length of the shortest path between and measured in number of cells. That implies that and that if, and only if, is a nearest neighbor of . Our goal is to minimize the number of locations at which the user is paged.
Definition: The Mobility graph is defined as a directed graph, in which all vertices are of the form where is a cell in the network, and is a time slot. A (directed) edge exists between two vertices, say and in the Mobility graph if, and only if: 1) and 2) . There exist two different types of edges in the Mobility graph.
• A static edge is a directed edge from the vertex to the vertex reflecting a situation where the user remains at its last location.
• A dynamic edge is a directed edge from the vertex to the vertex where and are nearest neighbors, reflecting a user movement from cell into cell , at time . Definition: A nonreporting (NR) vertex is a vertex in the mobility graph that is accessible from and its local registration threshold is higher than the user registration priority.
For example, under the timer-based method, an NR vertex must satisfy the conditions (4) where is the local timer at cell at time and (5) Equation (5) follows from the assumption that the user can make, at most, one cell transition during a single time slot. This assumption holds if the size of the time slot is chosen such that the user cannot cross more than one cell during a single time slot. Under the distance-based strategy, let denote the local distance threshold. An NR vertex is defined as a vertex which satisfies, in addition to (5), the condition (6) Similarly, let denote the local registration threshold under the movement-based method. An NR vertex must satisfy both (5) and the condition (7) An NR vertex describes a point (in time and space), such that at time the cell is reachable from the user last known location, and its registration threshold is higher than the user registration priority. Hence, an NR vertex depends on the user mobility, as well as on the system connectivity and load distribution.
A feasible roaming path is defined as a directed path in the mobility graph, which starts at and all the vertices in the path are NR vertices. Given that the user roaming interval is equal to its actual roaming path must be a feasible roaming path in length starting at and terminating at the user location at time .
Definition: The user personal location area (PLA) at time is defined as the set of all cells such that the vertex in the mobility graph is an NR vertex connected to the vertex through a feasible roaming path. From this definition it follows directly that the user PLA is the group of all its feasible locations at the time of paging. Hence, the user PLA is the minimal set of cells, at which paging the user guarantees a success.
The paging algorithm considered in this study is subject to one-phase paging delay: when a paging event occurs, the user is paged simultaneously at all the cells belonging to the PLA.
1) Constructing the PLA: The first step of the paging algorithm is to find all cells belonging to the user PLA. The algorithm uses a Breadth First Search (BFS) on the mobility graph, beginning from the vertex which represents the user last known location at time . The BFS is conducted in steps, where the -th step accepts as an input a set produced by the st step, and generates the set . is the set of NR vertices of the form connected to the vertex through a feasible roaming path. For each member in say we consider in the -th step all vertices of the form where is either or a nearest neighbor of . If is an NR vertex, it is added to the set . In the first step, contains the vertex and we consider the nearest neighbors of at time slot . The search is terminated when either or the set is empty. Proposition 3.1: The set is the user PLA. Proof: The proposition can be proved by induction on that shows that is the set of all NR vertices of the form connected to through a feasible roaming path in length . Thus, is the set of all NR vertices of the form connected to through a feasible roaming path.
Remark 3.1: To construct the PLA for all users, the system keeps, for each cell, a table of its local registration threshold values for each time slot. In addition, the mobility graph is based on the adjacency graph of the network.
The Complexity of the PLA Construction Algorithm: since the BFS is conducted on both time and space, the nearest neighbors of can be visited in the worst case times, while the cells in a distance from are visited at most one time. Recalling that the user can make at most one cell transition during a time slot, a distance (in terms of cells) can be compared to time. Let be the number of cells within a distance less or equal to from where . In the -th iteration of the BFS algorithm, at most vertices are considered. An upper bound on the worst-case complexity of the BFS algorithm is given by . In reality, the number of nearest neighbors of a cell is bounded by some constant, and so is the cell density. Thus, the maximal number of cells reachable during time-slots is and the worst-case complexity of the BFS algorithm is therefore . The explanation of the computational complexity is that the BFS on the mobility graph searches in cells, each cell has at most vertices, yielding vertices. Lemma 3.1: If the number of cells reachable within time slots is then the construction of the PLA has a worstcase complexity of . The proof is given in Appendix A. The conclusion from Lemma 3.1 is that the computational complexity of the PLA construction algorithm described above cannot be further improved.
Remark 3.2: Note that the process which finds all members of the PLA is a computational task. As such, it makes no use of wireless network resources. The search is done on the mobility graph, not on the network's physical infrastructure.
The computational task required to find the PLA can be significantly reduced by considering all NR vertices of the form . Clearly, this group contains the user PLA. For example, under the timer-based LATS, this is simply the group of all the cells at a distance less or equal to from having local timer . However, the reduction in the computational cost is achieved on the expense of increasing the cost of paging. In practice, the load distribution over the network changes gradually, relatively to the user motion. Thus, the registration threshold is expected to change only every time slots, where is a constant. The number of iterations required can be reduced to where in each iteration the BFS is extended by a distance . The worst-case complexity under this assumption is . This is still , but the computational task is reduced by a factor .
D. Tracking Cost Considerations
Below we evaluate the computational cost and wireless bandwidth imposed by the LATS strategy.
The user must track its registration priority, to be compared to the local registration threshold at its current location. The LI registration threshold may be calculated either dynamically, as in [8] , [3] , and [6] , or statically, as in IS-41 standard [10] . Using LI dynamic registration threshold, the load factor transmitted by the BS describes the actual cost of registration. Hence, the computation of the local registration threshold is identical to the evaluation of the LI registration threshold described in the above-mentioned studies. The only difference is that the registration cost, which considered as a pre-defined parameter in these studies, is transmitted by the base stations. The computational task imposed on the user is therefore identical to that required by the corresponding LI strategy.
Using a static LI registration threshold, as used for example, in the IS-41 standard, the local registration threshold can be determined by a pre-defined look-up table. In this case, the load factor determines the local registration threshold (e.g., timer, distance), to be selected from a pre-defined table. This table contains several registration threshold values, for different load conditions. The wireless bandwidth imposed by the LATS is negligible under both dynamic and static registration threshold. In order to support different values of the registration threshold, only bits suffice. For example, using timer-based LATS with the IS-41 standard, only two bits are required to support four different timers.
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, we show that the LATS strategy is superior to its corresponding LI strategy. In addition, the performance of the timer-based LATS is evaluated and compared to that of the timer-based method for two models of load distribution and network connectivity.
Theorem 4.1: Given an LI tracking strategy, its corresponding LATS can only perform better.
Proof: Consider an LI tracking strategy, with registration threshold . can be either a timer, a distance, the number of cell transitions, etc. We define a corresponding load-sensitive scheme which is the following special case of LATS. The load factor is where is the load factor given in (1). The load-sensitive registration threshold is given by . Consequently, the registration activity can only increase under the LATS strategy, due to the use of nonutilized system resources, at practically no cost. Hence, using the same actual bandwidth for registration, the paging cost under LATS can only be lower than that under its corresponding LI scheme.
In the following sections, the performance of the timerbased LATS is evaluated and then compared to the perfor- mance of the timer-based method, as adopted by the IS-41 standard [10] . In Section IV-A we consider a 1-D mesh topology and a 2-D mesh topology, both under Gaussianlike shaped load distributions. In Section IV-B, we consider a Manhattan-like topology system having two load levels. A Gaussian-like shaped load distribution can model a city, while a Manhattan-like network connectivity can model a vehicular motion. In both models, we consider a paging algorithm that is conducted simultaneously at all the cells within the user PLA.
A. Analysis of a Gaussian-Like Shaped Load Distribution
In this section, the performance of the timer-based LATS is evaluated and then compared to the timer-based method [10] , under a Gaussian-like shaped load distribution, in which the load reaches its peak at the network center and decreases gradually toward its periphery.
First, we consider a 1-D system consisting of equal-size cells. A model of the system is depicted in Fig. 1 for . The most loaded cells are at the system center (cells and in Fig. 1 ). The distance of a cell from the system center is defined to be the minimum of the distances from and . It is assumed that the load decreases linearly with the distance from the system center, that is the load at a distance from the system center is given by , where is the load at the system center. Since the load is proportional to the user density, the steady-state probability to find the user at a distance from the system center is given for each side (either left or right) by (8) Note that . Let be the static timer [10] . Under the timer-based LATS is the timer used at the most loaded cells, and . Let be the timer used under LATS at a distance from the system center. Since the load-sensitive timer is proportional to the user density, (8) suggests that . Since the local timer is bounded from below by 1 ( implies a registration message transmitted per every time slot), we get that (9) The load factor affects the search cost in two ways: first, by reducing the effective timer in the system, and second, by reducing the uncertainty in user location for the same roaming interval. As opposed to the timer-based method [10] , under which the uncertainty in user location increases with its roaming interval, the user PLA actually decreases for large roaming intervals under the timer-based LATS, since the uncertainty in user location is then restricted to HL cells. For example, consider Fig. 1 , and note that if the user roaming interval equals the only feasible locations are and . For the PLA size is at most four cells: and their nearest neighbors. In general, the exact size of the PLA depends also on the user last known location. However, in any case, the number of feasible locations is bounded from above by the number of cells having a local timer . Hence, the larger is the smaller is the upper bound on the PLA size. On the other hand, since the user can make at most one movement during a single time slot, for small values of the PLA size is bounded from above by . From the above discussion, we get that the upper bound on the PLA size is given by For the LI timer-based method, the PLA size is with maximum value equals achieved at . Hence, the maximal number of searches under the timer-based LATS is reduced, by a factor of at least two, in comparison to the LI timer-based method. Equation (10) implies that the superiority of the timer-based LATS over its corresponding LI scheme increases with .
Our objective next is to derive an upper bound on the expected search cost under LATS. Using (9), we get that for sufficiently large systems, the condition implies that for . Hence, using (10)-(12), the expected search cost under the timer-based LATS decreases with and reaches its maximum in the range at the point . Hence, for sufficiently large systems, the expected search cost is bounded from above by that under the condition . Assuming that the call-arrival rate is significantly smaller than (which is true for actual systems), the probability to find the user at the time of paging at a cell with local timer is equal to . Since calls are initiated as a Poisson process which is independent of the user motion, the probability that the user roaming interval at the time of paging is equal to is uniformly distributed over . Hence, substitute
, and using (8)- (10), an upper bound on the expected number of cells needed to be searched is given by In Appendix B, we show that the value of the expression in (15) is bounded from above by . Hence, we get that search
Under the LI timer-based method [10] , the expected search cost is given by search (17)
Hence, for sufficiently large networks, the expected search cost under the timer-based LATS is reduced by about half, in comparison to the LI timer-based method.
It is interesting to note that while the expected search cost under the timer-based LATS is about of that under the LI timer-based method, the expected timer used by the user under LATS is as large as roughly of that under the LI timerbased method. To prove it, let be the timer used by the user. Recalling that is the timer used at distance from the system center, the expected value of under the condition is (18) We therefore observe that . Hence, the reduction in the paging cost results not only from effective timer reduction, but also from the fact that under the timerbased LATS, for large roaming intervals the uncertainty in user location is confined to the highly loaded cells.
The technique used for the 1-D model can be easily applied to a similar 2-D model, under which the user can move to each of its eight nearest neighbors. The timer used within the most loaded cell is . Its eight nearest neighbors use a timer their nearest neighbors use a timer and so on. Under the LI timer-based method the PLA size is given by with maximum value equals to for . Since the call arrivals are independent of the user motion, the expected search cost under the LI timer-based method is given by search (
Under the timer-based LATS, we get that when approaches the user PLA is restricted to the nearest neighbors of the most loaded cell. Hence, we get that minimum (20) with an upper bound for . The upper bound equals for odd, and equals for even, which is roughly four-times smaller than the upper bound under the LI timerbased method. A similar analysis to that used in Appendix B can be used for the expected cost analysis.
Remark 4.1: The analysis in this section provides an upper bound on the expected paging cost under the timer-based LATS. In order to obtain the exact number of searches, the user's last known location must be considered. However, due to the dependency of the registration process under LATS on user location, the probability that the user last known location is is not necessarily the steady state probability of being at location .
B. Analysis of a Manhattan-Like Topology System (Vehicular Motion)
To demonstrate the timer-LATS performance for vehicular motion we consider a 2-D Manhattan-like system, which is depicted in Fig. 2 . The system can model a city with major streets running east-west and north-south. The network connectivity can model a vehicular motion along the streets. The user can move along either the horizontal or the vertical direction. All the cells in the system are assumed to have the same length and width. The cells on the intersections are assumed to be HL, while all other cells are assumed to be LL. Each HL cell is followed by an LL section, consisting of cells, and terminated by another HL cell. The sequence of an LL section followed by an HL cell repeats periodically along both dimensions, and is referred to as a block. From each junction (an HL cell), the user can either turn to the right, turn to the left, or continue in the same direction. Since a high density of vehicles is usually coupled with low mobility, it is assumed that the time period required to cross an HL cell is longer than the time period required to cross an LL cell:
.
1) Evaluation of Paging Cost:
Let be the timer within the LL cells, and be the timer within the HL cells. Clearly . The distance traveled by the user, in terms of cells is bounded from above by under the timer-based LATS, while under the LI timer-based method is bounded from above by . Hence, the maximal number of cells that need to be searched, under the timer-based LATS, in comparison to the LI timer-based method, is for very slow users (or equivalently for 1-D motion). For 2-D motion in Manhattanlike network the number of cells in a radius is for large . Therefore, using an upper bound analysis, the superiority of the timer-based LATS over the LI timer-based method is for 2-D motion, or equivalently for fast moving users.
Below we show that, under certain conditions, these results are valid also for the expected cost of search. The expected number of cells that need to be searched depends, in general, on the user last known location, and on the length of the roaming interval . Due to the dependency of the registration process under LATS on the user location, the probability that the user last known location is the cell , is not necessarily the steady state probability to find the user at . Moreover, the distribution function of is not necessarily uniform. However, since call arrivals are generated as a Poisson process, independent of the user motion, for two extreme situations we can assume that is uniformly distributed over . The first situation is for very slow user, such that . The expected cost of search under the timer-based LATS is bounded from above by Search
Under the LI timer-based method, the expected cost of paging is given by Hence, for lowly mobile users, the expected reduction in paging cost is linearly proportional to the load ratio.
The other case in which we can assume a uniform distribution of is when the users move relatively fast. Assuming that the distance traveled since the last location update is, for a good approximation, the number of blocks traveled during time units, multiplied by (the number of cells in a block). Hence, the distance traveled is given by . The PLA of the user in a distance from its last known location is a rhombus centered at with side length . The number of cells need to be searched is, for a good approximation, equal to . Hence, for we get that
The expected paging cost under the timer-based LATS is given by Equation (31) implies that for highly mobile users, the expected reduction in paging cost is quadratically proportional to the load ratio. For example, if the crossing time of an LL cell is half of the crossing time of an HL cell then the timer-based LATS has the potential of reducing the expected paging cost by a factor of four, in comparison to the static timer method. 
C. Comparison and Numerical Results
To demonstrate the performance of the LATS strategy, we examine several numerical examples, using a Manhattan-like system. Fig. 3 depicts the expected paging cost under the timer-based LATS and the static timer-based method, as a function of the low timer where and . Clearly, the LATS strategy outperforms the static timer method. The performance ratio is, for a good approximation, proportional to the ratio . Fig. 4 depicts the expected paging cost as a function of the load ratio . The value of ranges from 1 to 9, thus affecting the value of which is set to . The expected paging cost under both strategies is plotted as a function of . Note that the ratio remains constant, since . Hence, the performance of the LATS strategy is insensitive to while the performance of the static timer method improved with . When approaches the performance of the static timer method approaches to the performance of the LATS strategy, as expected. Fig. 5 depicts the performance ratio Search Search , as a function of the load ratio for a lowly mobile user (i.e. a very slow user) and for a highly mobile user. The parameters are the same as used in Fig. 4 . For the lowly mobile user while for the highly mobile user . For both users . The performance ratio is linear with the load ratio for a lowly mobile user and quadratic for a highly mobile user.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
An LATS for tracking mobile users in wireless networks was introduced. It provides a simple mechanism which enable the system to dynamically adjust the registration activity to the system load, in order to reduce the wireless cost of paging. The tracking strategy is based on a local registration threshold (e.g., timer, distance ), which varies from one cell to another, as a function of the local load on the cell. Our analysis shows that the LATS strategy can significantly reduce the paging cost, in comparison with the LI (static) timer-based method, without increasing the actual wireless cost of registration. This is done by using nonutilized wireless resources for increasing the registration activity at idle epochs. The main advantage of the LATS strategy over a static method is its ability to use non utilized system resources. In reality, a static timer is adapted to the maximal local load in the network, at the busy hour. Thus, for most of the time it is sub-optimal for most of the cells in the network. The LATS strategy suggests a significant improvement not only at LL cells, as someone would intuitively expect, but also at highly loaded cells. This is done by eliminating unnecessary searches after users residing in LL cells, and by forcing the user to register while crossing an LL zone. Moreover, if higher user density is coupled with less mobility (as is the case for vehicular users), then the LATS strategy offers further performance improvement.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF LEMMA 3.1
Consider a 2-D grid system, where the local timer at each cell changes randomly every time slot, such that the local timer can take any integer value in the interval with equal probability for each value. At every time slot, the user can move, with equal probability, to each one of its eight nearest neighbors. Thus, the number of cells reachable within time slots is meaning that after steps, there are candidates for the user location at time . A cell is a member in the PLA if and only if there exists at least one feasible roaming interval in length describing the user locations at time . Thus, given a cell the verification that has a computational complexity of , since exactly vertices in the mobility graph must be verified. Since the size of the PLA is its verification required at least steps. Thus, constructing the PLA must have a computational complexity of .
APPENDIX B
The goal is to show that the following expression is bounded from above by Equations (40) and (41) imply that .
